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The shape
of the walk
Safia Archer’s weekly arts diary
There is an other worldly charm as you
step into Owhanake Barn, a creative space
for artists as they develop their collections
for the Waiheke Community Art Gallery’s
three-month residency.
Hailing from Cornwall, 2018’s artist
in residence Mark Surridge brings his
abstract sensibilities to the island with
thoughtful methods and undulated
processes that bring colour, curve, and
concept to his series The Shape of the Walk.
“I’ve been painting for 30 years and it
has developed, it is always progressing,
and I’m always searching for something,”
says Mark.
“I quite often say there is a golden
thread that runs through my work which
has a bonding unity.
“It is non compromising being an artist.
I felt I needed to express myself in some
way - it seems like an awful long time ago
now but it is the driving force.”
This series of works starts off with a
walk where Mark fuses technology to
his art by mapping his progress. These
tracked GPS outlines can then inform
aspects of a painting - be it a starting point
or used with a more literal application.
“I map where I am on the earth, seeing
what that shape would look like from the
beginning to the end of the walk, and that
gives me information I need in the studio.”
That is but one aspect of the creative

This year’s Waiheke Community Art Gallery artist in residence Mark Surridge brings
abstract landscapes to Owhanake Barn.
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but what happens, particularly with
abstract work perhaps more so than figurative or representational, is that you’re
looking for harmonies and combinations
of colour and shapes that are much more
instinctive in the studio environment.
“Regardless of what I’ve been looking
at, thinking about, or seeing outside, I’m
trying to make a painting at the end of
the day, they’re not necessarily trying to
illustrate the landscape.”
There is a mood aspect, expression, and
decision making that can be captured in
nature and then taken into the studio.

process with the artist uncovering multiple viewpoints of nature,and the feel of a
landscape. Some of these lines are very
suggestive of the paths he has taken along
the Waiheke coastline, while others have
more of a sense of place.
There are the more obvious colour
palettes found in nature denoting the
sea and sky, but in the studio they are
then repainted to form more subtle hues
with greater reference to certain areas of
the local terrain - the dirt track of Stoney
Batter with its outback hues for example.
“There are references to the landscape
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